We describe an entanglement purification protocol to generate maximally entangled states with high efficiencies from two-mode squeezed states or from mixed Gaussian continuous entangled states. The protocol relies on a local quantum non-demolition measurement of the total excitation number of several continuous variable entangled pairs. We propose an optical scheme to do this kind of measurement using cavity enhanced cross-Kerr interactions.
it reaches the maximal allowed efficiency in the asymptotic limit (when the number of pairs of modes goes to infinity); (ii) It can be readily extended to distill maximally entangled states from a relevant class of mixed Gaussian states which result from losses in the light transmission.
Furthermore, we propose and analyze a scheme to implement this protocol experimentally using high finesse cavities and cross-Kerr nonlinearities. Our purification protocol generates maximally entangled states in finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. The entanglement in the continuous partially entangled state is transformed to the maximally entangled state with a high efficiency. We begin the paper by describing the entanglement purification protocol for pure two mode squeezed states, and then extend the protocol to include mixed Gaussian continuous states, and last describe the physical implementation of the purification protocol.
First assume that we have generated m entangled pairs A i , B i (i = 1, 2, · · · m) between two distant sides A and B. Each pair of modes A i , B i are prepared in the two mode squeezed state |Ψ AiBi , which in the number basis has the form
where λ = tanh(r) , and r is the squeezing parameter [10] . The entanglement E |Ψ AiBi of the twocomponent state (1) is uniquely quantified by the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density operator of onecomponent. The joint state |Ψ (AiBi} of the m entangled pairs is simply the product of all the |Ψ AiBi , which can be rewritten as 
The function f (m) j in Eq. (2) and (3) is given by
To concentrate entanglement of these m entangled pairs, we perform a QND measurement of the total excitation number n A1 + n A2 + · · · + n Am on the A side (we will describe later how to implement this measurement experimentally). The QND measurement projects the state |Ψ (AiBi} onto a two-party maximally entangled state |j (AiBi} with probability The quantity Γ j = E |j (AiBi} /E |Ψ AiBi defines the entanglement increase ratio, and if Γ j > 1, we get a more entangled state. Even with a small number m, the probability getting a more entangled state is quite high. It can be easily proven that if m goes to infinity, with unit probability we would get a maximally entangled state with entanglement mE |Ψ AiBi . This ensures that this method is optimal in this limit, analogous to the purification protocol presented in [3] for the qubit case. For any finite number of entangled pairs, the present purification protocol is more efficient than that in [3] , since it takes advantage of the special relations between the coefficients in the two-mode squeezed state. An interesting feature of this entanglement purification protocol is that for any measurement outcome j = 0, we always get a useful maximally entangled state in some finite Hilbert space, though the entanglement of the outcome state |j (AiBi} does not necessarily exceed that of the original state |Ψ AiBi if j is small. It is also interesting to note that a small alternation of this scheme provides a useful method for preparing GHZ-like states in high dimensional Hilbert spaces [11] . The key point is that the modes B i need not be at the same side in the protocol. Assume we have two entangled pairs B, A 1 and A 2 , C distributed at three sides B, A, C, with each pair being prepared in the state (1). Then a local QND measurement of the modes A 1 , A 2 at the A side with the outcome j = 0 generates a three-party GHZ state in the (j + 1)-dimensional Hilbert space. Obviously, if we have m entangled pairs, we can generate a (m + 1)-party GHZ state using this method.
In reality, the light transmission will be unavoidably subjected to loss, and then we will not start from an ideal two mode squeezed state, but instead from a mixed state described by the following master equation
where ρ is the density operator of the m entangled pairs with ρ (0) = |Ψ (AiBi} Ψ|, the ideal two mode squeezed state, and the effective Hamiltonian
In Eqs. (4) and (5), a αi denotes the annihilation operator of the mode α i (α = A or B), and we have assumed that the damping rates η A and η B are the same for all the m entangled pairs based on symmetry considerations, but η A and η B may be different to each other. In many practical cases, it is reasonable to assume that the light transmission noise is small. Let τ denote the transmission time, then η A τ and η B τ are small factors. In the language of quantum trajectories [10] , to the first order of η A τ and η B τ , the final state of the m entangled pairs is either Ψ 
So if j A = j B = j, the outcome state is the maximally entangled state |j (AiBi} with entanglement log f (m) j . The probability to get the state |j (AiBi} is now given by 1, where n = sinh 2 (r) is the mean photon for a single mode. In the purification for mixed entanglement, we need classical communication (CC) to confirm that the measurement outcomes of the two sides are the same, and during this CC, we implicitly assume that the storage noise for the modes is negligible. In fact, that the storage noise is much smaller than the transmission noise is a common assumption taken in all the entanglement purification schemes which need the help of repeated CCs [4, 5] . If we also make this assumption for continuous variable systems, there exists another simple configuration for the purification protocol to work. We put the generation setup for two-mode squeezed states on the A side. After state generation, we keep the modes A i on side A with a very small storage loss rate η A , and at the same time the modes Bi are transmitted to the distant side B with a loss rate η B η A . We call this a configuration with an asymmetric transmission noise. In this configuration, the purification protocol is exactly the same as that described in the above paragraph. We note that the component in the final mixed density operator which is kept by the projection P
(j)
A P (j) B should be subjected to the same times of quantum jumps on each side A and B. We want this component to be a maximally entangled state. This requires that the total probability for sides A and B to subject to the same nonzero times of quantum jumps should be very small. This total probability is always smaller than nη A τ , despite how large the damping rate η B is. So the working condition of the purification protocol in the asymmetric transmission noise configuration is given by nη A τ 1. The loss rate η B can be large. The probability to get the maximally entangled state |j (AiBi} is still given by
For continuous variable systems the assumption of storage with a very small loss rate is typically unrealistic. If this is the case, then we can use the following simple method to circumvent the storage problem. Note that the purpose to distill maximally entangled states is to directly apply them in some quantum communication protocols, such as in quantum cryptography or in quantum teleportation. So we can modify the above purification protocol by the following procedure: right after the state generation, we take a QND measurement of the total excitation number on side A and get a measurement result j A . Then we do not store the outcome state on side A, but immediately use it (e.g., perform the corresponding measurement as required by a quantum cryptography protocol [12] ). During this process, the modes B i are being sent to the distant side B, and when they arrive, we take another QND measurement of the modes B i and get a outcome j B . The resulting state on side B can be directly used (for quantum cryptography for instance) if j A = j B , and discarded otherwise. By this method, we formally get maximally entangled states through posterior confirmation, and at the same time we need not store the modes on both sides.
To experimentally implement the above purification scheme, we need first generate Gaussian continuous entangled states between two distant sides, and then perform a local QND measurement of the total excitation number of several entangled pairs. Here we propose a promising experimental scheme, which uses high finesse optical cavity to carry continuous entangled states and cavity enhanced cross Kerr interactions to realize the local QND measurement. It is possible to generate Gaussian continuous entangled states between two distant cavities [13] . We can transmit and then couple the two output lights of the nondegenerate optical parametric amplifier to distant high finesse cavities. The steady state of the cavities is just a Gaussian continuous entangled state described by the solution of Eq. (4) after taking into account of the propagation loss [14] . The difficult part is to perform a QND measurement of the total photon number contained in several local cavities. We use the setup depicted in Fig. 1 to attain this goal. (For convenience, we use the two-cavity measurement as an example to illustrate the method. Extension of the measurement method to multi-cavity cases is straightforward.)
FIG. 1. Schematic experimental setup to measure the total photon number n1 + n2 contained in the cavities I and II. The cavities I and II, each with a small damping rate κ and with a cross Kerr medium inside, are put respectively in a bigger ring cavity. The ring cavities with the damping rate γ are used to enhance the cross Kerr interactions. A strong cotinuous coherent driving light bi1 (t) is incident on the first ring cavity, whose output bo1 is directed to the second ring cavity. The output bo2 (t) of the second ring cavity is continuously observed through a homodyne detection.
The measurement model depicted in Fig. 1 is an example of the cascaded quantum system [10] . The incident light b i1 can be expressed as
where g √ γ (g is a large dimensionless factor) is a constant driving field, and b i1 is the standard vacuum white noise,
The Hamiltonian for the Kerr medium is as-
,where b i is the annihilation operator for the ring cavity mode, and χ is the cross-phase modulation coefficient. The self-phase modulation can be made much smaller than the cross phase modulation with some resonance conditions for the Kerr medium, and thus is negligible [15, 16] . In the frame rotating at the optical frequencies, the Langevin equations describing the dynamics in the two ring cavities have the form
κ ni , the photon loss in the cavities I and II during the measurement is negligible. So the setup gives an effective QND measurement of the total photon number operator n 1 + n 2 under the condition
This condition seems to be feasible with the present technology. For example, if we assume the cross Kerr interaction is provided by the resonantly enhanced Kerr nonlinearity as considered and demonstrated in [15, 16] , the Kerr coefficient χ/2π ∼ 0.1M Hz would be obtainable [17] . We can choose the decay rates κ/2π ∼ 4M Hz and γ/2π ∼ 100M Hz, and let the dimensionless factor g ∼ 100 (for a cavity with cross area S ∼ 0.5 × 10 −4 cm 2 , g ∼ 100 corresponds a coherent driving light with intensity about 40mW cm −2 ). The mean photon number n 1 = n 2 = sinh 2 (r) ∼ 1.4 for a practical squeezing parameter r ∼ 1.0. With the above parameters, Eq. (9) can be easily satisfied if we choose the measuring time T ∼ 8ns. More favorable values for the parameters are certainly possible.
To bring the above proposal into a real experiment, there are several imperfect effects which should be considered. These imperfections include phase instability of the driving field, unbalance between the two ring cavities, light absorption of the Kerr media and the mirrors, self phase modulation effects, light transmission loss between the ring cavities, and inefficiency of the detectors. To realize a QND measurement, the imperfections should be small enough. We have deduced quantitative requirements for all the imperfections listed above [18] . With the parameters given in the above paragraph, all these requirements can be met experimentally.
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